The RoPE Scale
a Measure of How Empathic a Robot is Perceived
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Context: a need for a robot perceived empathy metric

I
I
I
I

Expert validation of items relevance
Several human-human perceived empathy metrics in literature I 25 experts
•
15 cognitive sciences experts
No standardized and validated questionnaires for robot’s per• 10 artificial intelligence or robotics experts
ceived empathy
Mostly homemade questionnaires or few questions
Ongoing work
There is a real need in HRI for a validated questionnaire of
Evaluation of the reliability and validity of the French version
how empathic a robot is perceived
Empathy in this study

I Videos of an interaction with a Cozmo robot
• an empathic Cozmo that displays emotions that show its empathic under-

standing
I Empathy is a complex process whereby one understands and/or
•
a non empathic Cozmo that just nods to notify that it is listening
shares one’s emotional state and/or mental states
I
Cozmo
is
controlled
in
a
Wizard
of
Oz
configuration
I Focus on the empathic understanding and its communicaI Video + questionnaire send to 2 groups of 150 persons following
tion
French population quotas
I Test - retest experimentation
Previous work
I
Statistical
analysis
to
confirm
the
reliability,
validity
and
sensiI A pilot study to find some interesting metrics of human-robot
bility
of
our
questionnaire
interaction evaluation (Charrier, Galdeano, Cordier, & Lefort,

2018)
I Measure of perceived empathy with a human-human metric
I Human-human questionnaires are not adapted to robot’s perceived empathy, it should be modified to be relevant
id Empathic Understanding subscale items (EU)
EU1 The robot appreciates exactly how the things I experience feel to me.
EU2 The robot knows me and my needs.
EU3 The robot cares about my feelings.

Figure: A screenshot of the empathic Cozmo group experiment.

EU4 (−) The robot does not understand me.
EU5 The robot perceives and accepts my individual characteristics.

Mid-term results interpretation

EU6 The robot usually understands the whole of what I mean.
EU7 (−) The robot reacts to my words but does not see the way I feel.
EU8 The robot seems to feel bad when I am sad or disappointed.

id Empathic Response subscale items (ER)
(−) Whether thoughts or feelings I express are “good” or “bad” makes no difference to the
ER1
robot’s actions toward me.

I Nodding seems to be perceived as an empathic response
I We need to add one more condition with random movements
that could not be perceived as empathic

ER2 (−) No matter what I tell about myself, the robot acts just the same.
ER3 The robot comforts me when I am upset.
ER4 The robot encourages me.
ER5 The robot praises me when I have done something well.

I

ER6 The robot helps me when I need it.
ER7 The robot knows when I want to talk and lets me do so.
ER8 (−) The robot‘s response to me is so fixed and automatic that I do not get through to it.

id Filler items (FI)
FI1

The way the robot acts feels natural.

FI2

The robot knows what it is doing.

FI3

The robot is responsible for its actions.

FI4

When I interact with the robot, I feel anxious.

I
I
I

Take away message
One questionnaire composed of two scales:
• empathic understanding
• empathic response
Several iterations to make experts validate the relevance of items
Video based experimentation to validate the French version of
the metric in term of reliability, validity and sensibility
Same work has to be done on the English version.

Table: The items composing the RoPE scale. To calculate the subscales’ score,
Call
to
action
sum the value of each items after having multiplied by −1 the value of the items
marked by (−).
I We are looking for English natives to do the same work with the

English version of our questionnaire. Do you want to help us?
Generation of items
I Based on the results of our previous study
I 16 items in two scales + 4 filler items
• empathic understanding
• empathic response
I Human-human items selected and adapted to follow humanrobot norms of interaction
I Two versions: a French and an English version

I https://behaviors.ai/helpus
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